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ON THE INVARIANT VARIATIONAL SEQUENCES
IN MECHANICS
JANA SEDfiNKOVA
ABSTRACT. The r-th order variational sequence is the quotient sequence of the De
Rham sequence on the r-th jet prolongation of a fibered manifold, factored through
its contact subsequence. In this paper, the first order variational sequence on a
fibered manifold with one-dimensional base is considered. A new representation
of all quotient spaces as some spaces of (global) forms is given. The factorization
procedure is based on a modification of the interior Euler operator, used in the theory
of (infinite) variational bicomplexes.

1. INTRODUCTION

The aim of this paper is to extend some recent results on the structure of variational
sequences in mechanics (Krupka [7], [8]).
In [7] an invariant description of the classes in the "variational" terms of the sequence was given (lagrangians, Euler-Lagrange forms, Helmholtz-Sonin forms). Analogous results were obtained for the higher order field theory by Krbek, Musilova, and
Kasparova [4], [5]. Musilova and Krbek [10] found a solution of the problem of the
reconstruction of forms from their (invariant) classes for the "variational" terms in
higher order mechanics.
In this paper we show that similar results can be obtained and substantially extended
by means of the techniques known in the theory of (infinite) variational bicomplexes.
We use a slight (finite order) modification of an operator 7, called by Anderson the
interior Euler operator (see Anderson [1], and Kuperschmidt [9], Dedecker and Tulczyjew [3], Bauderon [2], where this operator was denoted by r + , r and D* respectively).
Our J is defined on forms on the underlying fibered manifold; we show that the factorization induced by X yields exactly the first order variational sequence in mechanics.
In this way we obtain an invariant description of all, not only the "variational", terms
in the variational sequence.
Throughout this paper the standard notation of the theory of variational sequences
in mechanics is used (see Krupka [7]). For generalities on the calculus of variations
on fibered spaces related to the concept of the variational sequence, we refer to [1],
[6], [9].
Research supported by Grant 201/00/0724 of the Czech Grant Agency.
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2. T H E VARIATIONAL SEQUENCE AND ITS REPRESENTATIONS

Let 7T: Y —> X be a fibered manifold over a one-dimensional base X, dim Y = m -f-1,
r
r,s
r
S
let J Y be the r-jet prolongation of Y, and let 7r : J Y —> J Y, where 0 < s < r,
be the canonical jet projections. Let QTk be the direct image of the sheaf of smooth
r
r
fc-forms over J Y by the jet projection 7r '°, where fc > 0. Denote
fto,c = {0}> firfc,c = kerpfc_1,

Ork = Qrk>c + dfir,_1>c,

where fc > 1, and dQ,k_lc is the image sheaf of fifc_ljC by d. Then for every open
set W C Y, QkW (resp, -\CJV) is the Abelian group of fc-forms (resp.fc-contactfcforms) on Wr = (7rr'°)"1(PV), dWk_lcW is the Abelian group of forms which can be
locally expressed as differentials of (fc — l)-contact (fc — l)-forms on Wr, and QkW is
a subgroup of WkW. (Recall that a form p on JrY is said to be contact if it vanishes
along the r-jet prolongation Jr7 of every section 7 of Y.)
We get a sequence
(1)

0 - e r -> e r 2 -+ e\ -> •. • - e r M -> 0

in which all arrows denote the exterior differentiation d, and M = mr -f 1.
The sequence (1) is an exact subsequence of the De Rham sequence
(2)

0 -> Ry -> nr0 -> fij -> ^2 ->

• fiIv-i -* ^/v "• 0

where N = dim JrY = 1 + m(r + 1). The quotient sequence
, ,

0 -> Ry -> CS ~» fii/©i "> «a/©5 "• • • •

is also exact. (3) is called the r-th order variational sequence. The class of a differential
form p £fifcVVin the variational sequence (3) is denoted by [p].
For every p G fi£+1VV there exists a unique decomposition
{ir2'l)*P = PkP + Pk+iP,

(4)

where PkP denotes the fc-contact component of p (pop = hp denotes the horizontal
component of p).
Let (V, tp), rp = (t, ? a ) be a fibered chart on Y and let (V3, </>3), ip3 = (t, g*, g*7, #7$*)
be the associated fibered chart on J3Y. We set

<5>

E + +r +r

-i ^ w w-

3

E is a vector field on V . If p €fijfc+1V,fc> 1, we define
l(Vrf){p) =
(6)

^QA[z^pfcp-c^i_|_pfcp],

= Pfcp-^KAi^M-

For fc = 0 and p G ft}, we define
2W,Vo(p) = hPNote that the form X(V,^){P) depends only on the fc-contact (fc + l)-form pkp.
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Lemma. Let (V, tp), ip — (t,qa), (V^ip), ip — (f,? 7 ) be two fibered charts on Y such
that V H V ^ 0. Then for every p e ^Uiiv H V), fc > 0,
(?)

J ( w )(p)=-T(^)(p).

Proof. We prove the Lemma by a direct calculation. We use the following transformation formulas
dqa

'

dt

^

dq"'

_____S___d__ dq__d_ dqa d
dq " dq dq" + dq dqa + dq dq" '
where Fa are functions of t, q(T1 cf^ qa, qa. We also use the identity
d

9ih

= f9fyr) + d(fg)it-r) + gi^df A rl),

where / , g are functions, £ is a vector field and rj is a differential form.
Then by definition,
T

(vd)(p)

=

PkP-id*(Q*Aiepkp)
dq

1dtdt,

P^-lT*TMu"Ai^Pkp)

=

- . ґdtdtҳ . .
d

iu

-* {Ђш)*

ч

Aг

&

Pkp)

-фz(d{ш)AшaAІ&PkP)
= VkP - ţд={üja Л i^Pkß) = ĄVMP)Some of the terms in this expression vanish identically because the form pkP contains
only linear forms dt,uf\u°r, and pop = hp contains only the linear form dt. This
completes the proof.
•
Using the invariance of (6), we define l(p) to be the (fc -f- l)-form defined locally
by (6). In accordance with Anderson [1], we call 1 the interior Euler-Lagrange opera
tor.
The following theorem shows basic properties of the operator J .
Theorem 1. Letk>0 and p G f2j+1 V. Then
3,1
(a) X(p) lies in the same class as (ir )*p.
(b) X2
Proof,

-1.
(a) We can see that
AP)

=

Pkp-ids^Ai^Pkp)

= P - Pfc+iP - fed(uja A i^Pkp) - \di-E.(u)a A i^Pkp).
The second and third terms are (fc-f-1)—contact, the last term is the exterior derivative
of a fc-contact form, i.e. the last three terms lie in the kernel 0fc+1V, and the class
[(7r3,1)*p] is the same as the class [X(p)].
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(b) Condition (b) means, that J is a projector. Forfc== 0 we have trivially l?(p) =
2
h p = hp = l(p). Forfc> 1, if p is on higher jet prolongation then the definition of
l(p) is modified. The form \x = l(p) is on third jet prolongation and pkp, = A*. Then
we put
d
.a d
..Q d
...Q d
a d

* = E + qW + qW«+qW

+ qAW

and the operator I is defined by
l(p) = \UJQ ^ i ^ - d s i ^ +

dsdEi^l

where only last terms in S and 1(/J) are new. The condition 1(1 (p)) = l(p) follows
from a direct computation. For simplicity, denote 77 = pkP- In the following we use
the identities
P3 _Ll - n
-"> d g Q l ~~ U >

i[Ete]^ = dsiev — ied~w
r- --Li -L r~ --Ll == -L
H » d g a - ~~

dqa

L1-? 0g<-J

«9ga *

We have
1(10)) =

Jw-Ap^ij-i^KAi^f,))
-fei^fo-ifeKAi^ij))
+fefei^(i?-Jfe(w*Ai^»7))]

=

K A ^ H - ^ K A i ^ )
- f e i » ij+iflfeflfeiJLKAi a 1?)
+ l c t i a ( w ' A i . 17) - | ^ i » K
-d-d-d-i

A i » rj)

a (u* M a rj)]

= yл[i^-^i
5Ï* '
5?"',i=ад.
'
Â
_

D
In particular, it follows from Theorem 1 that l(p) can be used as a representative
of the class [p] in ^l+iV. In the following corollary these representatives are given
explicitly for the second and the third columns of the variational sequence.
Corollary, (a) Let p efi^V,where
Pip = Aaua Adt + Baua A dt.
Then
l(p)=-(Aa-£Ba)uj"Adt
(b) Let p Efi\V,where
P2P = Aavua Auu Adt + BavCf A uf A dt + Cavua Au" A dt.
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Then
I(p)

=

\(Aav-

Ava-

±Bav)u°

Aw" Adt

+\(Bav + Bva - £(Cav - Cva))Co° A wv A dt
+\(Cva-Cav)u"

Auv

Adt.

Now consider the quotient mappings in the variational sequence,
E :

fijUi/el+13

[P] -> E([p\) = [dp] e nJ + 2 /el + 2 >

which satisfy the condition E2 = 0. Every class [p] G fi>l+i/®k+v * - u> c a n D e
represented by the form l(p) G fi£+1 (or l(p) G fij for k = 0). This induces the
associated mappings
E : fi^i 3 Jfifc + i 3 /? -> E(P) = J(d/3) G J f i £ + 2 C fi£+2.
We will give an independent proof of the identity E2 = 0 in the resulting sequence
,Qv
V°J

0 -» Ry -+ fij -> IQ\ -> Jfi^ - » . . .
> 7-ni . o i
_>
, o1
>X ^

M

—• U>M+\

_> O 1 —> f)

—••••—• ^iv-l ^

"JV ^

u

»

where M = m + 1, N = 2ra + 1.
Theorem 2. The associated mappings
E : Ifi£ + 1 B/3-+ E(p) = J(d/3) G Jfi£ +2 ,

* > 0,

satisfy condition E2 = 0.
Proof.

Using the identity
Pfc+idpjb+i/9 = (-l)k+1ds(pk+ip

A dt),

we get by a direct calculation
JdJ(p)=J(dp).
Then
E2(l(p)) = E(ldl(p))
This completes the proof.

= E(l(dp)) = JdJ(dp) = J(ddp) = 0.
•

R e m a r k . There are many possibilities to represent the quotient spaces fi]./0£. One
possible representation is given by identifying -"-!/©£ with Jfi£ C fijj[. Note that the
order of J ( p ) , p G fi£, is in general higher than the order of p. The Euler-Lagrange
operator J solves the problem of finding the invariant representatives for all k-forms,
k > 0. Thus, our main result consists of finding a complete description of the first
order variational sequence by (invariant) forms.
A c k n o w l e d g m e n t s . I wish to thank Prof. D. Krupka for his help during my work.
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